1. Introduction. The following extension of the Thue-Siegel-Roth Theorem [5] was proved by D. Ridout [4] . In § 2 we show that the case of Theorem I is the usual case, in that inequality (1.4) has infinitely many solutions for almost no real a. In fact, we shall prove a stronger result. Let C^ and C2 be two classes of positive integers p' and q' with the properties I (p')-° <oo, I (q'ye <co p'eCi q'eC2
for every e > 0. Let r he a positive integer, p,v,c satisfy (1.1), and let (1.5) Pt = p*p', q=q*q', p'eCt, q'eC2,
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where pf, q* are integers satisfying (1.6) \pr\<c\pi\", 0<q*<cqv.
We prove Theorem II. Let Ç > 0. The set of inequalities \xi-ph\<q-^lr+Q (i = l,...,r)
has infinitely many solutions in vectors (Pilq,...,prlq), p¡, q of the form (1.5), for almost no real vectors (ax, ...,ar).
The assertion that (1.4) has only a finite number of solutions for almost all real a, is what Theorem II specializes to for r = 1, and p¡, q of the form (1-7) P, = P?Pr-P!: q=q*QV-Qr- satisfy (1.4) with p = 1, v = 0 for infinitely many k.
In §2 we also prove Theorem III. Let k,n>0, and let 0 ^ p < 1, 0 < v ^ 1, c> 1, r a positive integer, v and r not both 1. Leí p¡, q be restricted to integers ofthe form (1.5), where pf, q *are integers satisfying IrfhW"' . 0<<z*<co/ (¿ = l,...,r).
has infinitely many solutions in vectors (pi/q, ...,pr¡q)for almost no real vectors (<*!, ...,aP).
In §3 we prove Theorems IV and V below. Theorem III is used as a lemma in the proof of Theorem V. subject to (1.6), wií6 í6e provision that K = 1 if p -v = 1.
Let r =■ 1. If a is irrational, (1.9) can be replaced by the stronger inequality (1.10) 0 < | a -p/41 < .K<r(''+V) .
If however a = a/6 is rational, (1.10) clearly has only a finite number of solutions if ft +v> 1. Similarly, if p + v = 1, X g 1/1 61, then 0 < \ct-p/q\< Kq'1 is satisfied only finitely often (2) . But for p=0, O^v < 1 or v=0, 0 ^ p < 1, (1.10) has infinitely many solutions under certain conditions also when a is rational. Thus, Theorem IV with a = 1 states for the case p = v = 0, that 0 < |P" -ß*| < ß" has infinitely many solutions in vectors (Pilq,---,prlq), p¡, q of the form (1.7) subject to (1.6), for almost all real vectors (at, ...,ar).
The specializations r = 1, a algebraic not 0 of Theorems IV and V show that Ridout's Theorem I is best possible for the case Sx r\S2i= 0. We do not know at present whether the set of excluded vectors (a1( ...,ar) in the case St O 52 = 0 or v > p + v/r is empty or not.
In the final §4 we give an upper bound to the number of solutions of (1.4). Using a method of Davenport and Roth [2] , we prove Theorem VI. Let for every e > 0.
Proof. If e0 > 0 has the property that A^(x) > xe° for arbitrarily large x, then clearly N(pk') > (pk')co for arbitrarily large pk' eCv Hence,
I
(pT *"2 = (pk'T£0/2 N(Pk') > ipk')eo/2 -co, where p', q are fixed in the first summation, q is fixed in the second [and q' is fixed in the third summation.
We first consider the case
The first inequality of (1.6) can then be written in the form
Similarly, the second inequality of (1.6) is equivalent to
We may also assume, without loss of generality, that ( is sufficiently small to satisfy
Since p¡ < Mq, we have
summed over all pf satisfying 0 < pf < min(c1/(1_")(p')',/(1"''), Mqjp'), l^iúr, or,
We thus have two cases, depending upon the value of p'. Either
i.e., 
where the first summation is over all /?' satisfying (2.5), and the second over all p' satisfying (2.6). From this we obtain easily (for all sufficiently large q), S2 = 2cVr("+°~v I iMqV (p' < Mq).
By Lemma 1, S2 < q-'^V-XMqyOÜMq)-'2).
Thus,
where ct is a constant independent of q and M, and <5 is given by (2.4). Hence by (2.3), s3 < ClMr"+V)~v-a I iq*)~y~â iq* < R),
where c2 is a constant independent of M and q'. Hence
S<c2Mr»+iT,iq'râ (q'eC2).
The series E(a/)~ä converges by hypothesis, and thus S < co for arbitrarily large M. these arguments can be repeated for a in the range -M í£ a < 0. Hence the theorem follows subject to (2.1).
We now turn to the case 0^p<l, v = l.
The above proof up to (2.7) is still valid, except that (2.3) and (2.4) do not apply and C > 0 is unrestricted. It follows from (2.7) that S<i-1Mr"+;' If1"^ oo, which proves the result for this case. Si á Ii/fcV0>')r("+v/r~1)/(1~',), summed over p* < min(c1/(1""+',)(p')(''"'')/<1"''+^ Mq/p'), and 1 <? i <í r. Thus,
We thus have again the cases (2.5) and (2.6) of Theorem II, with p replaced by p -n, and hence
where the first summation is over all p' < c~1(Mq)1~"+'', and the second is over all p' satisfying c~1(Mq)l~"+'1 ^ p' <Mq. For n sufficiently small, as we may assume without loss of generality, the exponent of p' in the first summand is positive unless r = v = 1. Hence if r and v are not simultaneously 1, we obtain S2 ^ iÇ^lWqr«1-^^1-* (p' < (Mq)1 + "). Proof. By choosing kuk2 to satisfy 0 < fct < 1 < k2, we see that the lemma is true if either p = 1 or v = 1. Hence we may assume 0 = /i< 1, 0 = v < 1. Pick two (not necessarily distinct) primes P = PieS1, Q = QseS2 from the sets (1.8). We now restrict our attention to p' = Pp, q' = Q". It suffices to show that log ki < <t(1 -p) log ß -p(l -v) log P < log k2, or equivalently, that = logfci (l -p) log ß _ logfc2 = " (1 -v) log P (1 -v) log P P (1 -v) log P has infinitely many solutions in positive integers p, a for suitable positive kuk2. If (1 -p) log ß/(l -v) log P = 9 is irrational, then by Kronecker's Theorem (see e.g. [3] ), there are infinitely many numbers of the form oO -p in the interval iG,H) for every 0 < fej < k2.
If (1 -p) log ß/(l -v) log P = //m is rational, then the Diophantine equation o l\m -p = a has infinitely many solutions in positive integers p, a for any integer a. Thus, if k2\kx > P1_v then the interval (G,r7) contains an integer a, and hence this interval contains (1 -p) log ß (1 -v) log P P for infinitely many positive integers p, o. Then for c sufficiently large, the set of inequalities (3.4) | «, -Pi/4fí < P7fe9*(€')iv+rtl ~v))/ril _v) (i-l,...,r)
has infinitely many solutions in vectors (Pilq,---,pjq), P,,q of the form (1.7) subject to (1.6), where p',q' are integers of the form (3.1) satisfying (3.2).
Proof. We proceed in analogy to proofs of this type where p and q are unrestricted. Pick a pair (p',q') satisfying (3.2). Let 
.,r).
Since k Ï; 1, this implies
Now 1 g x2 -Xi S A' ^ (2k)r(q'yKl~v\ and, for p < 1,
iby the right side of (3.2). Thus letting c>max((2fc)r(1-v), C(2fc)r|«|)*'"fcl7*1 ~v>), |at| =max|a,|, we see from (2.2) and (2.3) that [x2oc¡q'lp'] ~~ l_xia¡q'lp'~\ and x2 -xl have the form pf and q* respectively of (1.6). However, any c satisfying the weaker nequality Now repeat the application of the box principle with another pair (p',q') satisfying (3.2), where q' is larger than the common denominator q of the first solution vector. This gives rise to a second solution vector which is distinct from the first. Repeating this process, which is possible since (3.2) has infinitely many solutions, an infinite sequence of solution vectors is obtained. Lemma 5 . Let a,, ...,ar 6e real nonzero, k ^ 1 real, and let 0g/i<l, O^v^l.
Then for c sufficiently large, the set of inequalities has infinitely many solutions, where c" is a positive constant depending only on au...,ccj and fc is sufficiently large so that c"k~l < K. For i>j, take p¡=0 as before.
(iv) v=0, 0^p<i. By (3.9), the set of inequalities h-Pi/il < cJqWrZctKqmqr-cJir (l-l.....r) has infinitely many solution vectors of the required form, and cx ^ K for all sufficiently large k.
(v) n = v = 1.
The set of inequalities (1.9) reduces to \*t-pilq\<q-(i + Ur) (¿ = L...,r),
where phq are arbitrary integers with q > 0, and the result specializes to a well known theorem (see e.g Theorem 200 of [3] ). Proof of Theorem V. Let P be a prime belonging to both St and S2. For every pair ip,v) satisfying (1.11) and (1.12) we choose a pair ¿¿i.Vj satisfying 0 < pi < 1, 0 < Vi ^ 1, pt + vjr ^ 1 and (3.10) pilp = vjv.
Such a pair can always be found, by choosing h to satisfy p + v/r^h'1 ^ v, h~1 > p, and letting pt = hp, vt = 6v. By Theorem IV, the set of inequalities There is a constant ci > 0, depending only on <x¡, such that qi>c¡\ph\ for all Pi,» <h satisfying (3.11). Thus, by (3.10) the last inequality becomes Mt*'«fiT(ßt~Mß\Pi\ . c'=minc.
Then Letting
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Hence (3.14) \p?\<c\Ptl\'"<cicrlß,-'')\Pi\".
By the left side of (3.13), (3.15) 0 < q* < cq\> < cq\
By the right side of (3.13) and by (3.10),
Thus letting c4 = max (c,c(c')_('lx_''))) it follows from this and from (3.14) and (3.15) that for each solution vector (PiJqi,...,prJqi) of (3.11) there is a solution vector (pilq, ..-,prlq) to the set of inequalities.
|«,-ftfo|<Kfl-ü,+'w, which is (13) of [2] , and so that (4.7) 0 < m-(2""-v)y < k, y which is (25) of [4] , and so that (4.7) contradicts (4.5), which is the basic contradiction materializing Ridout's proof. It is sufficient to choose them so as to satisfy (4.6) and (1 -p. -e) log pk > ' (1 -ji -e)(l -e) log qk u log P, Proof of Theorem VI. Choose any vectors 3$, *& subject to the conditions imposed on them in §4 of [4] . Let gi\hi,g2\h2,... be an enumeration of all solutions of (1.4) of the form (1.2) arising from á? and ^ with the properties (g¡,h/) = 1 (j' = l,2,...), and D _ hy ^ h2 _:_By Lemma 7, log hJ+l¡log hj>l + 14C/15 0 = 1,2,...).
We now define integers k and I exactly as in [2] , but with Ç of [2] replaced by 14C/15. The number of solutions arising from á? and # must be less than k + (m -1)1, where As in [2] we then obtain k + im -1)' < 2C _1 log C +24 m2r12m < 2C"1 logC + r121-0023'" < 2C_1 log C + exp (280(n + 1)2C-2). . This gives the estimate of Theorem VI. Proof of Theorem VII. As in [2] , this case is reduced to the case of the algebraic integer a = b0ß, and the same estimate C < 7 log (1 4-2B") is obtained. Every solution p\q with (p, q) = 1 of (1.16) gives rise to exactly one solution boPlq = Pilqi with (Pi.ii) = 1 of (4.12) |«-J»i/fli|<torü,+*+at).
where £ = 2£. Obviously, puqi have the form (1.2) with c replaced by c60. The constant D of (1.14) now becomes If q\ = b0, then (4.12) implies (1.4). By Lemma 6 with Mt = 60, M2 = b0lK, the number of solutions cf (4.12) with qf < 60 is at most 6¿/c(l + 60 + 6¿+1/,>) < 36¿+2/í. Absorbing the square root of this in the expression (4.13) gives the new constant F, on using 60 = 2, and establishes the estimate of Theorem VII.
